**College Asks Money For New School Site**

By Bruce Markens

A request for $500,000 to be used in acquiring a new site for the Baruch School has been received “first priority” in the 1959-60 City College budget, announced City College President Buell G. Gallagher at his press conference April 2.

Acceptance or rejection of the proposal will be made at the next Board of Higher Education meeting, May 19. The Board of Estimate must finally approve the request.

It is estimated that a total of $5,000,000 is needed to complete acquisition and construction of a new Baruch School, Dr. Gallagher stated. Therefore, an additional request must be included in the College budget in the future.

Dr. Gallagher said: “Those items in the budget given ‘first priority’ are ultimately approved.”

Also included in the proposals was $30 million for standard rehabilitation of the Baruch School building and an additional $90,000 for the change of wiring from DC to AC as the original request was understated.

The total City College request in this year’s budget is for $38 million. A part of this, over $3 million, will be requested as the partial cost of a new Drama and Speech Building.

This new building, as in the case of the new Baruch School, has received “first priority” and additional requests will be included until the building is complete.

Earlier this term, it was announced that the search for a new building had been deferred because the tax increase was forced to be cut by $400,000.

**ICB Appropriates $406 For Term’s Club Funds**

The Inter-Club Board last week appropriated $406.92 to clubs at the Baruch School. The total amount available for distribution was $450. The difference, less emergency funds, was placed in the ICB Central Services account.

A total of $1009.25 was requested by the clubs. This figure was cut by the Board’s Appropriations Committee.

Sigma Alpha, the Baruch School’s honor service society, will hold its Semi-Annual Flower Sale Wednesday, from 7:40-12:11 in front of Pauline Kemp Theatre.

The Sigma Alpha Textbook Fund collected $45.50 this term and $10,000 was requested and placed in the Washington Lobby. It will be made of steel and bronze and will be placed on a pedestal.

The proceeds from last term’s Flower Sale were used to buy the stamp machines now in use on the ninth floor.
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**No State Aid: College Admissions May Decline**

The failure of the state to grant aid toward the operating expenses of the municipal colleges has caused a result in the colleges’ turning away a large number of applications for admission, said Board of Higher Education Chairman Gustave G. Rosenberg last week.

He protests that at a time when “we should have ample funds for the colleges to do the job the country is clamoring for,” the colleges have been denied state aid.

Applications for admission have dropped this year by approximately 50%, while admissions have been increased by only 10%. This average was probably under the proposed 1958-59 budget that next fall we shall have to turn away even larger per cent of the applicants,” Rosenberg asserted.

The fact that the state has appropriated a total of $1009.25 this year is more than we have ever had,” Dr. Rosenberg said.

**Elections**

Petitions are now available in 291 for all Student Council executive and representative seats. In addition, petitions for Class Council positions are available.

The petitions must be returned by May 2. Elections will be held next Monday, May 17, 1959.

A review of the budget reveals, Rosenberg said, that the forward steps we had hoped to take must largely be held over until another year. One exception is the Bronx Community College, which will be able to proceed along the lines planned.

The bill, which would have opened the municipal colleges to the entire state in return for state aid, was not passed because all funds were appropriated this year and the legislature was not ready to pass the bill in principle with funds to follow when they were available.

Rosenberg is expected to present the case for additional funds to the city colleges at a hearing before the Board of Estimate today.

The hearing was called to permit various groups to present their views on Mayor Robert F. Wagner’s city budget, as requested by the students.
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*The Fisher*
President to Dedicate New Israeli Campus
By DeFliese

Chevy Tames the Toughest Transcontinental Highway!

Chevy depicts its new line in the transcontinental

FCSA Calls Special Meeting to Discuss NSA Rights Bill

Lexican, Ticker Announce Service Award Recipients

FCSA Chairman Robert K. Starnham called the special meeting to discuss the FCSA Rights Bill. He was called to the bar to announce the special meeting.

Dr. Robert K. Starnham

Lexicon, Ticker Announce Service Award Recipients

The second of Student Council's annual banquets, Friday in 1203-5 to 1203-6, will be 1203-5 to 1203-6.

Dr. Robert K. Starnhan

Dr. Robert K. Starnham

This year's honorees are:

To Unseat ICB Head

A motion that will take the Student Council off the Board of Student Councils will be presented by the FCSA Committee.

Dr. Robert K. Starnham

FCSA Calls Special Meeting to Discuss NSA Rights Bill

The Faculty Committee on Student Activities will hold a special meeting today to discuss the Board of Student Councils. The meeting will be held in 1203-5.

Dr. Robert K. Starnham

COUNSELORS WANTED
Male & Female, General and Specific Subjects, 35c an hour, 3:30 to 8:30.

1945 Kings Highway House

HOM'S GERMANO RESTAURANT
Chinese-American
LUNCH 70c each
HOM'S GERMANO RESTAURANT
213 East 32nd St.

FAYOURE... of City College Students

University of Chicago social manager, David E. Neaves, announced that the university will hold an open forum on the topic of the current political situation.

The forum will be held in 1203-5, and will be open to all students. The forum will begin at 1203-5, and will last for 1203-6.
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Unlimited Cuts

A forum was held at the College in order to discuss the cuts in the budget. At the meeting, the students were given a chance to express their concerns about the cuts. It was agreed that the students should be involved in the decision-making process. The meeting was well attended, and the students showed a strong commitment to the cause.

The Cafe

We have had a debate over whether the cafe should stay open or not. The debate was centered around the question of whether the cafe was necessary for the students. The students argued that the cafe was an integral part of the college experience and should be kept open. The administration argued that the cafe was a luxury and should be closed in order to save money. In the end, the students prevailed, and the cafe was kept open.

Brooklyn Kingdom

President Harry D. Gidsen has made a number of changes at the College. He has established a new service patrol to improve safety, and he has increased the security budget. These changes have been well-received by the students and faculty.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of THE TICKER:

Re: The long-ago proposal to organize the Student Council.

We support the suggestion of organizing the Student Council. The presence of a Student Council can be beneficial for the students. It can represent the students' interests and can help in the decision-making process. We hope that the administration will consider this suggestion.

Morton J. Horwitz '59

The Long Ago

The long ago proposal to organize the Student Council has gained support among the students. The students believe that the Student Council can be an effective way to represent their interests and can help in the decision-making process.
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**Math Again Leads In Most Failures**

For the fourth consecutive semester, Mathematics in-
cluded the highest percentage of failures in pre-
scribed courses. In Mathematics, there were 402 failures.

Mathematics Failures increased to 10% from 8.8% the
previous semester. However, three semesters ago
Mathematics failures totaled 14%. The reason for the in-
crease, according to Hillel, is that students are being more
serious about their studies.

**Holt Lecture Set by Hillel**

A lecture entitled "Psychology of Eating" will be held in the television lounge, Thursday at 12:00 noon. Dr. Herbert Holt, a practicing psychologist, will be the guest speaker. The lecture will be presented by the Senior Prom, the Class of '59 Council in 825, the Senior Class and the Class of '54 Council.

**New BC Staff Resumes 'Kingsman' Publication**

A group of students has assumed the editorialship of the Brooklyn College newspaper, "The Brooklyn Collegian," which was suspended after the last issue. The newspaper is now being edited by Herbert Breslin, a member of the American Institute of Psychology, and will be published weekly.

**City Players Produced On Freshmen Diamond**

If one were to look at the roster of the 1958 City College baseball team, one would find an unusual number of sophomores in the starting lineup. The reason for this is that the team's nucleus is made up of sophomores from the "Kingsman" baseball team. The majority of the players are sophomores, with two seniors and one junior.

**1951 Fix to Recur, Says 'Sport' Article**

All the dates that were present in 1951 when the big story was a "front page" story, and then again this year, are wane to be that year. So stated reporter Jimmy Stribbell of the Brooklyn College newspaper, "The Brooklyn Collegian."

Going deep into the problem, Stribbell said: "We are now in a situation where there is a comparison between the city's newspapers and the major newspapers of New York City. The result is that the newspapers of New York City are no longer able to attract the best level because they are no longer able to attract the best level because we are.

Stribbell states that the 1951 story was nearly identical to what is now occurring, and both college and high school football and basketball teams are using a similar "Sport" article. .

**Sticksler's!**

Serving CCNY Students Since 1864

For the Very Best In

- Atmospheric Prices
- Varsity Sweet Shorts

Downtown City's Favorite Eating Place

160 East 32nd Street

"THE NEW LOOK"
City Beaten by NYU, 7-2; Loses to Lions, Manhattan

Sparked by a ninth inning grand slam homerun by Sy Faite, New York University handed the City College nine its fifth consecutive loss, 7-2. NYU pitcher Frank Gehry led the ninth inning and was credited with the Violet victory.

The first few innings of the game saw NYU with men on base but only one run across the plate. However, in the fifth inning, the Violets by virtue of three singles and a bases on balls registered two runs.

In the final inning, the Violets loaded the bases to set the stage for Faite, who sent the pitch 450 feet to dead centerfield for four more NYU tallies.

With two out in the last of the ninth and two men aboard via walks, the Beavers' Tom Sullivan lifted an easy fly to right. Al Krasenberg made the catch but dropped it in his anxiety to end the game and secure a shutout for himself. The City baserunners scored on the error.

The line score was: 7-12-1 for NYU and 2-8-2 for City.

Thursday the Beavers were routed 16-3 by Columbia University. It was the Lions' first 15 victory. Last week the ninth inning, the Lions scored five runs, topped by a 325 foot homerun by Neil Mann, to bring their lead up to 13-0.

The Lavender nine collected two runs in the seventh on Sullivan's double, a passed ball, a hit batsman, and a Columbia error. In the eighth, Sullivan's single took the Lions up by four. 

Racqueeters Top Adelphi In Season's Opener, 6-3

By Isaac Sultan

The Beaver tennis team opened its season last week by beating Adelphi College 6-3 on the loser's court.

At the end of the singles matches, the score was 3-2 in favor of the Beavers. Hammel and Baruchians Roy Fleischman and Mike Stone lost their respective matches.

In the doubles, coach Harry Karlin's racqueeters took three victories.

Steiner and Stone combined talents, to win 6-3, 6-4; Hammer and Etts showed a 6-3, 6-3 victory and Fleischman and Pestrang, 5-2 and 6-3.

The surprise of the afternoon was the "come from nowhere" triumph of Ronny Ettis who was a last minute replacement for Seymour Silver. Ettis played in the number three position.

This season coach Karlin "likes the possibilities of the team and is optimistic about the team. Last year the netmen finished with a 4-7 record and only two batters from that squad have returned this season."

Karlin's idea is to carry freshman with the varsity is working out well. Its main purpose is to have the frosh get the experience of playing against the varsity during practices sessions. Looking ahead to the fall season, he believes this is the best way to perpetuate a winning tennis team.

The team feels that New York University and Fordham are the team to beat.

Inexperience No Block To Lavender Infielders

Experience is usually one of the assets needed to achieve success in any field. However, in some instances people are able to achieve success without the benefit of experience. Two examples of the latter type are baseball co-captains John Whelan and Bobby Demas, both of whom are bright spots in a not so bright Lavender baseball picture.

Whelan, never a member of his high school team, was the starter last season as a sophomore. The good fielding shortstop led the team in batting during the '72 campaign and at '73 season's end was awarded honorable mention on the All-Metropolitan Conference team.

The team's leading hitter attributes nearly all of his baseball skill to sandlot league competition in his home borough of Brooklyn. The Lavender shortstop has also been successful in basketball, when, as a freshman, he received an award as a result of his play in Intra-Mural competition.

Whelan, now a junior, is making his mark in physical education and plans to attend teacher and coach in college.

The team's other co-captain, Bobby Demas, is a 5-10 second baseman who received all of his baseball experience at James Monroe High School in the Bronx when, as a senior he played regularly. He believes that he was very fortunate to have played the school because his coach, Steve Ray, was also the Journal America's sandlot co-founder and helped the second baseman acquire some of the skill he now possesses.

Like his shortstop counterpart, Demas also made the Lavender squad in his sophomore year. Last season, which was one of the 5-10 infielder batted .280; Metropolitan League play for.

The committee, including the Beaver baseball squad, both feel that although the team has been losing, the experience gained by the players in the Lavender season by themselves and other City players will ultimately pay off in several Lavender victories.

FSCIA Approves Budget; Supports Alumni Proposal

The Faculty-Student Committee on Intercolligate Athletics approved the athletic budget for the coming athletic year at a meeting prior to the Easter vacation. The approved budget was $235,489.64, an amount which was $75 more than that of last year; the increase was due to the inclusion of the freshmen baseball and track squads.

The Committee also discussed and approved the Alumni resolution to the Board of Higher Education concerning the proposed City College fieldhouse. The resolution recommended that consideration be given to securing federal financing of the proposed fieldhouse.

FSCIA also approved a Student Athletic Association proposal recommending that the student athletic fee be increased from one to two dollars each term in order to provide money for the reestablishment of additional freshmen teams and salaries for their coaches. The proposal, if passed by the General Faculty Committee on Intercolligate Athletics and the General Faculty Committee, will then be sent to the RFK for its final approval.

The Committee also received a request from track coach, Prof. Decilelato for authorization to enter two relay teams in the Penn Relays scheduled for April 23 and 26.

Stickmen Halted In Two Outings

The College's lacrosse team found itself on the short end of an 8-5 score on two occasions over the Easter vacation. The first was April 4 at Lewishon Stadium against Harvard University; the second contest was Wednesday against Stevens at the latter's field.

The Harvard contest, as was the one against Stevens, proved to be a tough one for the Millermen to lose. Trailing 4-0 at the end of the first quarter, the Men, suddenly playing bellying and checking hard, scored twice in the second period to bring the score to 4-2. The goals were scored by Stu Linke and Fred Shyewitz.

The third period saw both teams score once with Willis Rodriguez, who was later injured in the contest, scoring the Lavender goal. Dowey's goal as the final period clock struck 6, the Beamers, within the space of nine seconds, scored two quick goals to tie the contest. The next game against Stevens was played as the Harvard contest was played and ended with Lavender falling behind 8-5. The rally going into the last quarter of the game, the Beavers scored four goals and brought the final score to 8-5. High scorer for Lavender in the contest was Leon "Chief" Miller. Rodriguez, who was later injured in the contest, scoring the Lavender goal, Dowey's goal as the final period clock struck 6, the